INTERNATEONWE ECONOMIC REVPEW
Let X be a topological space. A preorder 2 on X is a reflexive, transitive, complete relation on X x X (we look at 2 as a subset 2 c X x X ) . If for a 2,x, y E X stand in the relation, we write x k y ; s>y means l ( j ' 2 x ) .
Denote by 2 the set of c o n t i n~~o u s A real valued (i.e., closed) preorders on X.
fi~i-iction11 : X -t R is a utility Sor 2 if it is order-pseserviiig, i.e., "u(x)> u() ') .
A basic result due to Debreu [PI is: if X is 2"+ountable, t l~e n e0ei.y 2 has a cor1tir7lrotrs zrtility Jirnctioiz. Fro111 now on we assume that X is 2Iid In the next section we discuss the topological conditions of the Theorem in more detail. There is probably not a simple constructive ("canonical") method to find a U fuuction; we will proceed, nonconstructively, by combining Debreu's representation theorem with a selection argument.
111econo1nics the problem of this paper arose in the context of models of large economies. It was first treated, implicitly, by Kannai [5] and, explicitly by I-Hikieiibrand [3] ; they gave a solution for, essentially, X = R i , b =set of "monotone" preorders and b e~idowed with the closed convergence topology. Their result as geileralized by Pleuefeind [lo] and Mount and Reiter [8] by allowing Illore general X c R 1 and by replacing "monotone" by, respectively, '"null Lebesgue measure of indifference classes" and "nonsat~~rated." All those authors have been able to write down an explicit fornlula for C' , the strategy of their proofs is, precisely, to find sufficient conditions making a candidate U into a utility runction; this is also the approach pursued in the recent work of Mount and Reiter 191. In the general for~nulation of this paper the problem has been posed by There is a difference between the setup of this paper and the one of Neuefeind [lo]; while we consider only a fixed coiisunlption set X , he allows for it to vary and, endowing tlie space of consuniption sets mith the closed convergence topology, he looks for a utility continuous jointly on co~~sumption sets and preferences. The possibility of extending the theorem here to a more general situation of this kind does certainly deserve fulther study.
SOME REMARKS ON THE TOPOLOGY FOR 9
For the definition of the closed convergence see Hildenbrand 14, (18)l; note that, because X is locally compact, the closed convergence does, indeed, induce a topology.
The use of the closed convergence to topologize 9 can be argued on intuitive grounds (it very straightforwardly captures what one would understand for two sets to be close to each other "away from infinity") or simply on the basis that it is reasonably weak. It is also the topology which, with an economic motivation, has been used in the previous treatments of the probleni. Another justification will be lnentioned later on.
The closed convergence is not, however, in general the minimal topology on 9 for which the problein of finding a continuous U has a solution. In fact, it does not appear that, in general (i.e., for arbitrary X), such a minimal topology exists. We devote the next paragraphs to elaborate, somewhat loosely, this point.
If U : P x X -t R is continuous and order-preserving for every 2 E 8 , then the set A = ( ( 2 , c2 x X x X is closed. Hence the closedness (in the s,y ) : s~j~$ product topology) of A is a necessary condition a topology on 8 should satisfy for the representation probleni to have a solution. Let 9-be the space of (nonempty) closed subsets of X x X. A ~ninirnal topology on B making A closed exists, it is the relativizaiion to 9 of the topology on Y having as subbasis sets
Let us denote this topology on Y and P by X . For the purposes of the representation problein the X topology is, however, too weak; it is not separated and one easily verifies that if U : P x X -t R is continuous then since # U({X x X I x X) =1, # U ( B x X ) = l .
T o proceed with the discussion it will be convenient to work with a particular, important example. Take X = R i ; then we are in the usual economic situation and we can let P , , , c P be the set of monotone preorders ("preference" relations). As sl~own by Kannai and Hildenbrand the X topology coincides on P,,, with the closed convergence topology and, so, the latter is the minimal topology for which there is a continuous order-preserving U: PI,, x X + R ; this is, incidentally, a very good reason to restrict oneself to the closed convergence topology on the whole of P.
We argue now that, for x) = and order-preserv-# x s ( 2 ) U ( 2 , x) ; it is easily verified that C" is d f l ' -c o~i t i n~~o~~s ing for every 2 . Henceforth, no minimal topology on P exists.
PROOF O F THE THEOREM
Since X is locally compact it is regulrir and, therefore, being 2"* countable, rnetrizable ( Let T-(ij: B, n Bj=@]. For every ij E T define 9 . . = {k6 8:Di>Di). PROPOSITION. There is a contirluozrs firnction Fi,\: gij+.F(X) sire11 tirat
We show first how the Proposition yields the Theorem. Let xij: 9 + [ 0 , 11 be a continuous function such that mij(gij)>O, a i j ( 9 \ , B i j ) = 0 . Since Pij is open, such a function exists. Define Pij: P + 9 ( X ) by p i j ( k ) = x i j ( k )~i j ( & ) if 5 E Pijand E i j ( 2 ) = 0 otherwise (0 is here the zero function of S ( X ) ) . Fij is continuous, and, for all 2 E 9 , p i j ( k ) is a p-utility for 2. If 2 E Bij, then
Define U,,: P x X +[O, 11 by (
Define U : 9x X-t R by U ( 2 , x) = C,jET (1 /2i+j)U i j ( k , s). Then U is continuous and, for all 2 , U ( 2 , .) is a utility of 2. Indeed, every U i j ( k , . ) is a p-utility for 2 and, so, it suffices to see that if x>!., then U&, x ) > U,,i(k, y) for some i,j. However, this is readily apparent because, by the conti~iuity of 2 , we can find ij such that x E B,, y E B j and B,>B, (Dugundji [2, ( X I , 6.2)] ).
We prove now the proposition; for notatioi~.al economy the subindices ij are dropped.
For every 2 , Y ( 2 ) is a nonempty, closed, convex set (nonemptiiiess follows i'rom Debreu's theorem). We shall show that 'tJ is a lower semicontinuous correspondence. Since every nonempty, closed, convex-valued lower seinicontini~ous correspo~idence from a metric space to a Frechet space has a continuous selection (see Michael [7, (Theorem 3.2")] where the statelllent is given for Banach rather than Freci~et spaces but, as klichael himself points out, the proof, which is not difficult, applies as well to Frtchet spaces), the proof will be concluded.
Let X,,+k and u E 'IJ(5). We need to find ti,, E 'Y(k,,) converging to u ~~n iforlnly on compacta (both 9 and T ( X ) are separable).
Let J cX be a compact set with B,, B jcInt J. We need to show that for every E > O there is 1V such that if n > N , theti there exists a continuous p-utility for k,,, u,,: X -R with m a x / u ( s ) -u , , ( x ) l I~. It is an easy exercise to verify that every Ii can be realized by considering sequences x,,, with x,, E J. Therefore, length I , < e for all i. 
